
It has been over five months since the readers of SCIENCE FANTASY BUL
LETIN have heard from its editor. The reasons are well known, a first 
year at Ohio State University and other commitments. During that time 
several form letters were printed up to send around and reassure most 
of you who had sent in money. But, having been given time to analyze 
the problem, we have arrived at the conclusion that SIB was far too 
large to afford us the fun we wanted out of publishing, and that in an 
overall long run the readers would suffer because of sporadic publica
tion. Hence, the following plan is going into operation at once. The 
files of SIB, nearly a thousand strong, are going to be checked, and a 
minimum of 125 people kept on the mailing list. The maximum will most 
probably be the same figure. The rest will receive the balance of all 
money sent to SIB UPON HECEIPT OF A SIGNED BEQUEST FOB SANE! Within a 
month the people who have been selected' (because of their past contri- 
butions, whether financial, talent, or encouragement) will receive a n 
announcement of same. If you do not receive a notice, write me immed
iately at my new address: HABLAE ELLISON, 41 EAST 17th, COLUlxBUS 1, 0,

It will take a while to return the balance of money, but soon it will, 
I hope be sent back. The 125 people on the list will begin to receive 
the NEW Science Fantasy Bulletin, a publication embodying all the fin
er aspects of SIB with new, fresh, original ideas in amateur publish
ing* You have come to expect a high degree of readability and perfec
tion from publications emanating from this source, and may we venture 
that our new magazine, DIMENSIONS, will be the pinnacle of all that we 
have attempted before. Material will be written by many of the favor
ites the old SIB introduced and developed, old time writers of known-- 
and respected—stature, and the finest in the professional ranks. Art 
will be of the same high calibre. If you would like to be kept on our 
list especially it might be to your advantage to drop a note saying as 
much. The word will go out a month from now, and when that month has 
gone by, those of you that wish your money returned, who do not feel a 
sufficient value has been rendered in issues, or if you were a new sub- 
scriber who did not receive ary issues, or very few, do not hesitate!
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